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Identify suffixes
Second Grade Vocabulary Worksheet
Suffixes are added to the end of a root or base word.

Choose the correct suffix for each word to complete each sentence.

The bak____ frosted the cake with a mixture of sugar and eggs.

           -er            -est

The rainfall is heavi_____ in the north.

           -ful           -est

The room is filled with taste____ furniture and paintings.

           -ful           -er

The blue whale is the larg____ mammal in the world.

           -est           -less
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Identify suffixes
Second Grade Vocabulary Worksheet
Suffixes are added to the end of a root or base word.

Choose the correct suffix for each word to complete each sentence.

After I clean the kitchen it will be spot_____.

           -less            -est

I was fear____ of failing the test.

           -ful           -est

Few____ than five children live in our apartment building.

           -ful           -er

The teach____ called each student by name.

           -er           -less
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Identify suffixes
Second Grade Vocabulary Worksheet
Suffixes are added to the end of a root or base word.

Choose the correct suffix for each word to complete each sentence.

Take the escalator down to the low____ level.

           -less            -er

We’re all feeling cheer____ on Christmas Day.

           -ful           -est

My visit to the dentist was pain_____.

           -less           -er

Please add one spoon____ of sugar to my cup of tea.

           -ful           -less
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As you have done nothing wrong, you are blame_____.

           -less            -er

Nine is great____ than six.

           -ful           -er

Mount Everest is the high____ mountain in the world.

           -less           -est

The ballet dancer is so grace_____.

           -ful           -est
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